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trying something radically new
because in his mind the ‘old’ clearly is
not working. Easy Access IP is a policy
that Dr Cullen developed and trialled
at the University of Glasgow over the
past year, so he has the bene!t of
introducing something that has been
road-tested elsewhere, albeit with only
early signs of promising results.

Under the old commercialisation
policy at UNSW, and that typical of just
about all Australian universities, an

academic is obliged, or sort of
obliged, to declare to the
commercialisation department any
‘invention’ that they devise. The
paradox here is that academics are in
practice free to publish anything they
want without recourse, even if it is
inventive. The other odd thing about
this generic commercialisation policy
is that an ‘invention’ is typically
de!ned as anything that can be
patented. However, it is hardly
reasonable to expect an academic
with little commercialisation
experience to be held accountable for
knowing or not knowing, ahead of
time, whether a body of work is
inventive and novel under patent law,
or whether it is of commercial value
(noting that the two are often not the
same thing).

So what else is wrong with the
current commercialisation system
within Australian universities? At a high
level it is pretty clear that it is not as
effective as, say, that of the USA, where
select universities such as Stanford

and MIT have a much higher rate of
commercial success than our
Australian universities. However, it
would be wrong to suggest that this
discrepancy is solely the fault of the
commercialisation departments within
Australian universities. It is more
probably because Australian
academics are less likely to have links
with companies in the technology
sectors, or to work in areas of interest
to these same companies; or maybe

our academics just aren’t as inventive
or commercial, which, if true, may be
a re"ection of the academic training
and selection system. But all of this is
not to say the commercialisation
departments in Australia and their
policies cannot and should not
improve. At the very least by
becoming fantastic at what they do
they will set the bar very high for the
academics whose interest they serve.

Additionally, it is possible that our
universities serve a different role from
those in the USA. There are certainly
people, including many academics,
who believe that disseminating
knowledge from universities can be
done effectively without the
requirement for high commercial
returns to the university, or even to the
recipients of the knowledge, that is, the
companies that acquire or license
technology. In many areas of human
activity, bene!ts simply cannot be
measured only by commercial return;
and by insisting on high commercial
returns, the type of activities that are

To many onlookers,
commercialisation and
invention within Australian
universities are activities that

seem to be a very distant ‘third-wheel’
behind education and research. On
the one hand, the university sector
seems very intent to promote the few
commercial successes they do have in
order to create the impression that all
is well and "ourishing. And yet on the
other hand, they tinker with their
commercialisation models or, more
likely, change the identity of their
commercialisation departments and
associated staff, supposedly in the
name of improving these activities.

To wit, in November 2011 the
University of New South Wales
(UNSW) announced a new
commercialisation policy for
inventions that is in addition to their
existing commercialisation policy.
Their older policy is very typical of
Australian universities, and involves
the intervention of a commercialisation
department when an academic has
invented something deemed to be of
commercial value, followed by
licensing or sale of the invention to a
third party for !nancial return, a point
to which I will later return.

The new policy, called Easy Access
IP, involves making inventions freely
available for third-party exploitation.
This new concept is the brainchild of
Dr Kevin Cullen, originally a physical
organic chemist, and who is the new
head of NewSouth Innovations, the
commercialisation department at
UNSW. Dr Cullen has recently arrived
from the University of Glasgow. Upon
meeting Kevin Cullen, I was
immediately struck by his engaging
character as well as his passion for his
role. By introducing this new policy he
is clearly acting as a pioneer who is
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Technology transfer offices in Australian universities seem to have
fallen into the trap of treating all intellectual property as valuable.
What happens when third parties can access some academic
intellectual property for free?

The new policy, called Easy Access IP,
involves making inventions freely
available for third-party exploitation. 



supported within a university might be biased in a way
that is not necessarily wanted or needed in Australia. 

Currently the detection of commercially valuable
inventions in Australian universities is a very hit-and-miss
affair, variably being the responsibility of academics or
commercialisation departments or both. Often neither
catches an invention or, conversely, sometimes wonky
ideas are captured and mislabelled as commercially
valuable inventions. Once detected, the failure to
commercialise an invention in a reasonable time frame
can lead to academics being unable to publish or attain
grants for a body of work. Commercialisation
departments often need to target unnecessarily high
commercial returns to offset their own costs to the
university, leading to time and energy being wasted on
negotiating hard deals with third parties for IP that is of
little value. Nascent ideas are often patented well ahead of
their readiness for commercial exploitation, leading to a
situation where patented technologies languish while
building up signi!cant patenting expenses. The !nancial
return to the academic inventors is often a small net
fraction of the returns to the university, and doesn’t act as
much of an incentive for academics to become involved,
especially considering that pro!ts may take many years to
materialise. Worse still, small or intermittent returns do not
encourage entrepreneurial researchers to join a university
in the !rst place.

Kevin Cullen’s new policy allows NewSouth Innovations
at UNSW to decide whether an invention is commercialised
under the ‘old’ route or whether it will be offered free to a
third party under the Easy Access IP system. The new Easy
Access IP route will be taken when the opportunity for
!nancial return to the university is deemed to be of low
probability. By removing license fees to a third party under
this new scheme, the university hopes to encourage more
interaction with industry and the community. Although
academics under this scheme won’t have the opportunity
for direct !nancial bene!t, they are more likely to accrue
bene!ts in terms of increased collaborative research grants
and consulting. And this, it is posited, will help focus their
research efforts on bringing bene!ts to the university, and
also to the business and general communities they are
supposed to serve. 

The new Easy Access IP scheme offers a free license
to third parties on the basis of a simple one-page boiler-
plate agreement in place of months of legal wrangling.
Licensees must demonstrate they will commercialise the
research so as to bene!t society at large, most likely via
economic spin-off bene!ts from their own commercial
activities. Importantly, academics must agree to their
research being made freely available via Easy Access IP,
thereby reducing opportunities for later recriminations.
Potential licensees under the Easy Access IP scheme
must meet three conditions. First, they have to
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acknowledge UNSW as the source of
IP and report progress to the university.
Second, they must undertake to
‘exploit’ the IP within three years or
else potentially lose their license
rights; after three years and suf!cient
progress, licensees can acquire the IP
outright for zero consideration. Third,
licensees must accept the university’s
right to continue to use the IP in its own
research, which in any case is typical
of all university license and IP sale
deals.

Of course UNSW is still very keen to
identify IP of high commercial value,
which is probably much less than 20%
of the inventions made by their
academics. This IP would be
commercialised according to the
current model, namely via license fees
or outright sale of IP for !nancial
consideration. By focusing their efforts
for !nancial return on a limited set of
high-value IP, NewSouth Innovations
hopes to be able to demonstrate a
much higher !nancial return to the
university than the current model.

I asked Kevin Cullen speci!cally
what problems the new Easy Access IP
scheme is addressing. His response
was: ‘Technology transfer of!ces at
universities have fallen into a trap of
treating all IP as if it is valuable IP, and
negotiations around this have become
an obstacle to the IP being used. As
such, we have a situation now where
almost 100% of our efforts are directed
towards the 80% of our IP that returns
much less than 20% of our
commercialisation income.’

A little like being in Australian
politics these days, being in a
commercialisation department in an
Australian university is a job that no
sane and competent person should
want because of the relatively low
income for the level of responsibilities
and also because of the plethora of
incoming brickbats. On the one hand,
commercialisation departments are
there to serve the needs of the
university, and ostensibly these are to
increase interactions with industry and
community, and also to make money

for the university. On the other hand,
they are there to serve the needs of the
academics, which variably can be a
desire to make money, a desire to get
more research grants, or even a desire
for a higher pro!le via a successful
commercialisation project. The
commercialisation departments really
are the servants of two masters, and it
can all go terribly wrong when
academics feel that their needs are not
being appropriately met. So it is very
encouraging to see people of Kevin
Cullen’s calibre continuing to take on
these roles and also re-engineering
the commercialisation model in the
hope of !nding something that works. 

Dr Cullen spoke to me about his
grander vision that this new policy at
UNSW will be able to demonstrate
measured bene!ts compared with the
old policies, and that this may lead to
adoption by other Australian public-
sector research organisations. He
would like to build a widely adopted
brand in Australia around Easy Access
IP, and in doing so help ‘knowledge
dissemination’ to become a driving
force behind the activities of Australian
universities. 

Ian Maxwell <maxwell.comms@gmail.com> is a
serial (and sometimes parallel) entrepreneur and
venture capitalist who started out his rather odd
career as a physical polymer chemist.
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